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Termotex Transforms Business
and Creates Seamless Workflows
with Innovative Technology

Forward-Thinking Latin American
Manufacturer Uses Trimble Solutions to
Optimize Processes and Deliver Unmatched
Accuracy, Efficiency and Quality

Solution
Trimble SysQue
Trimble Field Link
Trimble Connect
Trimble Tekla

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

overview
Termotex has a drive for innovation and is pushing the
envelope on the design, integration, prefabrication and
assembly of construction systems. By tapping into a
wide range of Trimble solutions and a truly constructible
process Termotex is delivering high quality, cost effective
cold formed steel structures with unmatched speed
and precision. With connected workflows, collaboration
and accurate data; Termotex has moved into a new
market, outpaced the competition and is rapidly growing
its business.

Location

Panama,
Central America

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Termotex is part of a family-owned company that has been
manufacturing EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) for over 60
years and 10 years using cold formed steel structures, with
aspirations of becoming Latin America’s leading manufacturer of
prefabricated smart systems. The company recently moved from
Venezuela to Panama and today, that vision has become a reality;
the company’s reputation for delivering high quality construction
systems with precision and speed has never been stronger. So
strong, in fact, that it has created demand among owners asking
Termotex to expand its business to assembly and installation of
its prefabricated systems using BAM technologies.

Termotex adopted multiple Trimble technology solutions to
maximize constructive data and real-time collaboration for
the entire design, build and operate lifecycle. This tech-driven
approach with connected workflows has catapulted Termotex
into the Panamanian market with an unmatched competitive
advantage.

“Moving into assembling the construction systems we
manufacture off-site was a logical next step in advancing the
business, but even though the market demand was there, we
couldn’t do it alone,” said Andres Casanova Silva, president of
Termotex. He knew it would require a combination of technology
and new workflows that would enable automation and datasharing from start to finish.

From design to the field, Trimble’s solutions leverage
constructible data for real-time collaboration so that every
person, phase and process work together seamlessly. “With
Trimble, the solutions we use are all connected,” said Casanova.
“Every stakeholder on a project shares data and is working from
the same information in real time. This level of collaboration is the
reason we are able to complete projects with confidence, on time
and within budget.”

Through a partner, Casanova heard about Trimble and was
intrigued by its wide range of connected solutions and products.
“It didn’t take long to realize that Trimble’s vision and technology
were well aligned with the complete turnkey process we wanted
to deliver from design through prefabrication, manufacturing and
construction,” he said.

Trimble Tekla Structures
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Beginning with Trimble Tekla Structures Termotex designers
and engineers create comprehensive, information-rich 3D
models that contain all of the data needed to build and maintain
a structure. Precise geometries help uncover issues earlier and
data-rich components mirror physical components to help
ensure designs translate to reality.
Termotex also uses Trimble SysQue to create a constructible
MEP model based on real-world manufacturing-specific content
that is ready for fabrication. “Before SysQue, we worked with
MEP subcontractors but were running into problems when
errors showed up during fabrication,” said Casanova. “Now, once
a project bid is won, we use the estimated model in SysQue to
build a fully constructible model with real world intelligent MEP
components provided by Trimble.” SysQue helps eliminate rework
and improve the accuracy and efficiency of everything from
estimating to fabrication and installation.
With its constructible workflow, Termotex extends BIM beyond
design by using that same building data in the field and
connecting to Trimble robotic total stations for layout. “With
Trimble’s RPT600, we can measure positions faster, easier and
more accurately with fewer people on site,” said Casanova “It’s
so simple to operate. The RPT600 with Trimble Field Link’s
automated functions and guided workflows help our workers in
the field identify the exact locations on site that correspond to
points in the model with incredible precision.”
Termotex is the first company in the region to integrate cold form
steel in the foundation and in the walls, bolted to the structures.
With the Trimble RTP600, they are able to place points at the
foundation and ensure the accuracy of the points. They then use
Trimble Connect to manage the information and make notes

about other areas or contractors that work with their project such
as time of day, picture, email and access all of the information
within a matter of minutes. Workers can also collect and share
data in real-time via tablets and mobile phones.
When it’s time for assembly, Trimble Connect for HoloLens allows
Termotex workers in the field to blend real world objects with
digital content, visualizing the constructible model by overlaying
it on the physical environment. This helps ensure quality control.
“Because we manufacture the systems off-site, we are working
within extremely tight tolerances and the ability to see those
in real life is game changing,” said Casanova. “Using Trimble
Connect for HoloLens, we can visualize the spatial relations
between objects and interact with the projected holograms in real
time to rapidly identify problems, make changes and collaborate
with remote stakeholders.” Termotex also uses Trimble Connect
for HoloLens as a selling tool to help end users visualize the
project before it is built.

Trimble Connect for HoloLens

One of Termotex’s current projects in Panama is the development
of “BRP IIASA CATERPILLAR” Panama’s new training facility
– a 70,000 square foot building that needs to be built in seven
months. At the outset of the project, the MEP subcontractor
made several errors because they didn’t not follow the BIM
model, so Termotex had to fix and re-coordinate. The Termotex
team was able to use Trimble’s technology to level out at the job
site and put together the actual structural pieces.

Termotex took a leap in adopting technology and processes that
others in the region were hesitant to try. Through its desire to
innovate and build smarter, Termotex has become the region’s
go-to contractor and is expanding into new markets. “With
Trimble, we are taking advantage of technology and working
in a way that is integrated, data-driven and connected,” said
Casanova. “Trimble has helped us transform the business
and given us an ability to work in a way that eliminates waste,
fosters collaboration, drives efficiency and is unmatched by
the competition.”

THE RESULTS
►

►

Termotex is working faster and with more accuracy allowing
them to take on additional projects. The team was able to
staff a 70,000 square foot building project with 12 workers
instead of the typical 40-50 needed for a job of this size. In
addition, they were able to complete the project, which was
already on a tight timeframe, ahead of schedule.
The role of Termotex is changing from subcontractor to
general contractor and it is the first in Panama to offer a
turnkey, connected and tech-driven approach to project
design and construction.

►

With Trimble’s technology integrated throughout its workflow,
Termotex, with just four years in Panama, is looking to grow
from $5M to $100M over the next two years.

►

By collaborating with connected solutions and implementing
processes that liberate data and break down silos, Termotex
has improved project management across all stakeholders
and is able to deliver projects with meticulous accuracy.
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